‘A cabinet of curiosités’
The new collection by Unique Properties & Events

Our exciting new ‘cabinet of curiosités’ collection is designed for a modern
generation of sophisticated, frequent travellers, who want to stay in

extraordinary homes designed by Europe’s top architects and interior
designers.
We offer unrivalled access to the rare and wonderful — all in the comfort of
your own private villa. This is no simple collection of properties.

It is an amalgamation of the most important names in European architecture
and interior design, featuring names from Palladio and Vanvitelli, to Tino

Zervudachi and Michael Smith. These are villas where a Jean-Henri Riesener
desk is laid before a Rothko painting, or a 3,000-year-old Ancient Egyptian
statue sits alongside a collection of Picasso ceramics.

Our villa collection gives clients a well-balanced choice between modern
trendsetting and traditional styles. You can stay in a seventeenth-century

palazzo in Rome adorned with masterpieces by Van Dyck and Tintoretto, or a
John Pawson-designed estate in the Cyclades.

For those with a taste for the medieval, we offer a castle in Umbria renovated

by Gae Aulenti, and for travellers with an eye for modern art, our finca in the
Balearics is filled with works by Calder, Picasso and Louise Bourgeois.

Unique’s ‘cabinet of curiosités’ gives an opportunity for our friends and clients
to enjoy an unrivalled network of contacts across Europe’s most enviable

destinations. The experience provided by our new collection is not found

elsewhere, whether you’re lunching with the owner of an El Greco painting,
taking a tour of a Louise Bourgeois-designed private chapel in Provence, or
relaxing in a seafront villa in Capri, brimming with art by Giacometti and
furniture by Jean Royère and Eames.

This new collection is a testament to centuries of great art, exquisite
craftsmanship, and the world’s finest architecture and design.
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